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Mens harley davidson jewelry

Add Harley-Davidson® rings to your jewelry drawer, all made by MOD® Jewelry Group, Inc., in accordance with Harley-Davidson license agreements®, and jewelry. They are designed for any man and are designed for all tastes. You'll find designs that include The Wheelie G's famous skull graphic, bar and shield® logo, silhouette bar y
shield® logo, industrial themed designs, and more. Look for Willie's classic skull in sterling silver with 14kt gold inserts as well as other sculptural designs. Check out the steel strip cable made with black ion stainless steel coating. You'll find a bar and shield® logo on rings, pendants and bracelets, and the Harley Skull logo does the
rounds, too. We also carry a symbol of the arts® the Harley-Davidson line® police, sheriff and fire shields in the style of dog-tag.  We are all about tradition, but we also accept being different. If you want to take a break from the ordinary, start here WisconsinHarley.com.  Harley-Davidson's® licensed jewelry manufacturers include MOD®
Jewelry Group, Inc., Symbol Arts® and Harley® leather accessories from Lodis®. Whether it's jewelry from Sterling Silver, Sterling Silver with 14K gold, or fashion accessories, you'll find an incredible collection of men's jewelry right here. The offering is numerous, including rings, bracelets, cuff links, necklaces, dog-tag-style necklaces,
and leather cuffs. You'll find all your favorite logos too, including the classic Harley-Davidson® Bar and Shield®, Willie G. Skull logo in its many incarnations, BHS® winged logos, logo #1 and others. Because of Harley-Davidson® a long association with law enforcement and firefighters, police, sheriff, and firefighter fighter-themed dog tags
are included in this collection, each of which has a distinctive shield: a sheriff's star, a police shield, and a Maltese cross firefighter with a classic Scramble. If you are interested in necklaces, their chains are made of stainless steel, sterling silver or authentic leather, and have a wide range of pendants, including crosses, skulls, and various
bar and shield images®. For great gift ideas, shop WisconsinHarley.com for Christmas, Hanukkah, Father's Day, or birthday. He'll look at you with a big smile! Slide Display (CURRENT_SLIDE) from TOTAL_SLIDES - ColorGo Store to previous slide - ColorSilverBlackGoldGo Store to next slide - Shop by color ©2020 Walmart Stores, Inc.
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